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Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, health systems around the world have focused on
reorganizing healthcare services and prioritizing hospital beds and intensive care units to manage
people with COVID-19. This has included the suspension or reduction of elective cancer care and
clinical visits for assessment, diagnosis and management, except for high-risk cancer patients.1 It
has been noted that people who have COVID-19 and an underlying condition such as cancer have
higher mortality2 than those without cancer. In addition, people with cancer are more likely to
have complications from COVID-19.3 Despite strategies to maintain health services such as
hemodialysis, oncology, chemotherapy, and others,4 there has been a significant reduction in
access to service for patients who were being diagnosed or treated for cancer, due to their high
risk. Studies have demonstrated that delays in cancer diagnosis and treatment have an impact
on the progression of cancer.5, 6, 7 This could lead to future peaks in mortality from potentially
curable cancers, as a result of not receiving standard treatment. For this reason, cancer services
should rapidly manage and avoid any cumulative delays in treatment and prevent an increase in
avoidable deaths from cancer.
The organization of cancer treatment services (for children, adolescents, and adults) is crucial for
providing a timely and quality response in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.8 It is important
to consider the impact on the availability of oncology drugs and other health technologies, and
the workload of laboratories and radiology services, in order to provide accessible and equitable
services to cancer patients.9
Depending on the capacity of health services and the context of local transmission, cancer
services could be reorganized based on the following components:
1. Continuity with strategic cancer services
2. Infection prevention and control in cancer patients and health professionals
3. Restructuring of human and technical resources
4. Management of cancer patients with COVID-19
5. Iterative review of the reorganization of cancer services

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of the reorganization of cancer services during the COVID-19
pandemic

1. Continuity with strategic cancer services
•

Preventing COVID-19 infection in centers where cancer services are delivered is crucial
for protecting patients and health center workers. Efforts should be made to maintain
treatment objectives and control symptoms and complications.

•

Cancer patients should minimize the number of in-person visits to health centers,
especially in critical areas where there may be more patients with suspected COVID-19.
The purpose of this reorganization is to prevent the risk of infection in cancer patients
and health professionals, and to continue cancer services for patients with COVID-19, if
necessary. Therefore, reducing in-person use of cancer services is recommended in order
to increase the capacity of the Region’s health systems during the pandemic, but without
compromising the care of cancer patients.10, 11

•

It is important to set priorities for treating cancer patients, safely continue services and
clinical trials either at alternate sites (other health care facilities) or virtually (telehealth),
modify the provision of services (e.g., follow-up, counseling, and psychological support or
palliative care provided by telephone or remotely by a multi-disciplinary care team;
moving the practitioner’s office to another location with lower risk of exposure; home
delivery of drugs, in-home testing and sampling, etc.), and maximize the use of virtual
consultations. Delaying personalized follow-up visits for several months may be feasible,
for example with patients who have completed treatment, have a good prognosis, and
can be seen in telehealth consultations.10, 11, 12, 13

•

Temporary suspension of cancer screening programs is suggested, but patients should be
encouraged to promptly request a consultation if they have any symptoms that indicate
suspected cancer. The center’s team of health professionals will check each patient to
determine whether treatment needs to be adjusted based on risk, considering the use of
oral rather than intravenous therapies, selecting less myelosuppressive therapies,
administering shorter treatment cycles, or temporarily stopping treatment.14

•

Cancer services often serve low-income patients or patients living in remote areas. These
patients may be traveling with a companion and could therefore require more days of
hospitalization for examinations or aftercare, or they may be discharged early. For this
reason, it is important to consider how to house them somewhere they can safely
recover.

Prioritization of treatments
•

When COVID-19 cases start to increase, limitations in human resources and the ability to
provide services becomes evident. Prioritization of treatments will ensure that cancer
patients (children, adolescents, and adults) with the most urgent treatment needs are
served, while reducing the demand for cancer services.

•

In situations where resources are extremely scarce or if the pandemic has affected a large
percentage of the population and cancer centers must be used to treat them, only cancer
patients with emergencies may receive treatment. If the capacity of the center so allows,
treatments will be prioritized for each cancer patient, considering the safest and most
effective interventions, the speed at which the cancer is progressing (identifying curative
versus palliative intent), the effects of delayed treatment on clinical outcomes and quality
of life, and the capacity of health workers to administer the priority interventions. 10, 13, 14

•

The prioritization of treatments for cancer patients may be decided virtually by
multidisciplinary boards,15 where the treatment of each patient is prioritized based on
the level of complexity according to Table 1 below.11

•

With prioritization, cancer services will not be overwhelmed by the pandemic, and the
risk of infection to cancer patients and healthcare providers will be minimized. Services
will be reorganized so that patients receive the treatment at the appropriate time. It is
important to stress that all cancer patients (children, adolescents, and adults) should
receive their prescribed treatment according to the prioritization schedule, or sooner if
possible. Treatment should not be postponed indefinitely.

•

The health team must ensure ongoing communication (by telephone, text message, or email) with each patient in order to inform patients about their case and monitor them.

Table 1. Criteria for the prioritization of cancer treatments
Treatment
priority
High

Low

Types of cancer, complications, and treatments
Rapidly evolving and lethal cancer
Imminent risk of death
(acute leukemias, aggressive lymphomas, metastatic germ cell tumors)
Potential high morbidity and/or impaired quality of life
(refractory pain crisis, radiation therapy for soft tissue spinal cord
compression), oncological emergencies.
Definitive curative treatments
(concurrent chemotherapy for head and neck, cervical, or rectal cancer.
Categorically prioritize Hodgkin's disease, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma,
acute promyelocytic leukemia.
Neoadjuvant or adjuvant treatment indications with substantial benefits in
terms of overall disease-free survival (adjuvant chemotherapy for stage III
colon cancer, chemotherapy or radiation therapy for high-risk breast
cancer)
Neoadjuvant or adjuvant treatment indications with modest survival
benefits (adjuvant chemotherapy for bladder cancer)
Palliative indications with substantial survival benefits
(immunotherapy for melanoma, systemic therapy for metastatic breast
cancer)
Palliative indications with modest survival benefits and/or symptom
control
(palliative chemotherapy for gastrointestinal cancer, radiation therapy for
metastatic bone cancer that is unresponsive to other treatments)
Palliative indications with no benefits in terms of overall survival or
symptom control
(second- and third-line chemotherapy for solid tumors)
Alternative treatments that do not affect the principal health outcomes

Adapted from Hanna, 2020.11

•

It is important that the patient’s prognosis be considered at this stage of prioritization, as
should the preliminary decisions stated by the patients (which should be confirmed at the
beginning of treatment following institutional protocols and be recorded in the clinical
history), in order to implement an individualized management strategy for each cancer
patient during the pandemic.

Considerations for prioritization in children and adolescents
•

The timely diagnosis and treatment of children and adolescents with a cancer diagnosis
has high priority, due to the high curability of most types of cancer and the small number
of cases compared to the adult cancer population. Current evidence shows that the
pediatric population infected with COVID-19 (including children with cancer) have a lower
risk of acute disease and death compared to adults. As a result, cancer services where
children and adolescents are treated would not need to use prioritization criteria and
could continue with the scheduled treatment for each patient. 16, 17, 18

2. Prevention and control of Infections in cancer patients and health professionals
•

Cancer patients have a greater risk of becoming critically ill if they contract COVID-19 since
they are immunosuppressed and vulnerable to infections, and may have comorbid
conditions. 19, 20 The disinfection and cleaning of cancer treatment rooms and equipment
is of utmost importance. The risk of transmission may be decreased by implementing the
infection prevention and control practices designed for COVID-19 by the Pan American
Health Organization and the World Health Organization. These can be found in the
following reports: Guidelines for local preparation: WHO-recommended handrub
formulations21; Recommendations for Preparing Disinfecting Solution in Health
Establishments22; Dead body management in the context of the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19)23; and Infection Prevention and Control Guidance for long-term care facilities
in the context of COVID-1924.

•

Cancer patients with respiratory symptoms should be rapidly evaluated to identify
suspected cases of COVID-19 and reduce exposure to other patients and health
professionals.25 PAHO has technical recommendations for configuration of a triage area
for patients with respiratory symptoms26 that should be implemented based on the
health facility’s needs and context. Patients with suspected coronavirus should follow
institutional protocols for their isolation, hospitalization, or referral to other health
providers. The guidelines for the management of suspected cases of COVID-19 25, 27 are
recommended.

•

Oncology centers provide patients with diagnostic and treatment services (such as
surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation therapy), follow-up, and palliative care, who tend
to be accompanied by their caregivers. Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 list the activities that may be
provided in these facilities for the prevention and control of coronavirus infection. They

are intended to provide a safe environment for cancer patients, their caregivers, and
health workers. 10
Table 2. Infection prevention activities during the admission process
Admission of
patients and
caregivers to the
centers

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Before being admitted to the centers, the patient should have undergone
a telephone triage process.
Caregivers are not allowed at outpatient consultations for
treatment unless the patient needs constant support to move.
Only one caregiver may accompany the patient after triage, unless the
patient cannot move by him or herself.
The clinical situation should be quickly assessed before the patient enters
the center; access is not allowed if the patient has a fever or respiratory
symptoms (initial COVID-19 alert should be implemented for the patient
based on the established protocol).
Provide surgical masks and hand sanitizer gel to patients and their
caregivers upon entry to the center.
Limit the points of entry to the hospital, with separate entries for patients
and health workers.
Maintain a distance of at least 2 meters between people in the centers.

Table 3. Infection prevention activities for cancer patients in treatment
Patients who
received or need to
begin treatment

•
•
•

•
•

Replace scheduled visits that do not involve the prescription or
administration of therapy with telehealth.
Perform individual assessment of the risks and benefits of delaying
treatment, considering the prioritization of therapeutic interventions.
Supply drugs for multiple cycles, including home delivery.
Delay diagnostic imaging procedures to monitor response.
Reduce visits to high-risk sites such as bone marrow transplantation and
hematology units.

Table 4. Infection prevention activities for cancer patients in follow-up
Patients in follow-up

•
•

Clinicians or an interdisciplinary primary care team calls patients to
quickly monitor their clinical condition and evaluate the urgency of
conducting laboratory tests and imaging.
Allow access to the center for regular consultations only in the following
cases:
o Suspected disease progression.
o Need for new active treatment prescriptions (such as adjuvant
hormone therapy for breast cancer).

Table 5. Infection prevention activities for other personal interactions
Other personal
interactions

•
•
•

•

Do not admit COVID-19-positive patients or suspected cases to centers
with cancer services. Refer them to the designated sites in each country
based on established protocols.
Avoid all meetings (including multidisciplinary board meetings that can be
held virtually), conferences, seminars for residents and visiting doctors.
Cancel any group activity for patients that is conducted in-person (group
therapy, recreational activities, etc.); instead, conduct them virtually.
Recommend that cancer patients do not visit health provider institutions

Adapted from: Recommendations of the Italian Medical Oncology Association with the support of the Board of
Academic Oncologists and Oncology Facility Directors of Italy, translated in Lambertini, 2020. 10

•

The challenges faced during this stage of preventing the spread of the COVID-19 infection
in healthcare facilities include: the need to refer and manage patients to other centers,
coordinating with all facilities and the health network they belong to, the need for
telephone or virtual contact to replace follow-up visits, online consultations between
caregivers and the general practitioner, family doctor, or specialist, and delays in followup15 visits.

•

Cancer referral centers normally conduct clinical trials. It is important that any decisions
to continue or interrupt these studies consider the structure and organization of the
oncology center, the ability to conduct procedures safely or virtually, the type of
intervention, the sample size, ethical considerations, issues related to follow-up, and the
risk-benefit assessment of patients that participate in the trial.15, 28

•

Cancer patients are treated at specialized oncology centers and services and frequently
come from different cities or provinces, which means that they need local lodging (which
should be recommended by the centers if they have agreements with places specialized
in providing temporary housing to cancer patients) during treatment or recovery. It is
important to provide recommendations to patients, their caregivers, and the managers
of lodging facilities regarding prevention of coronavirus infection outside of oncology
centers.24

3. Restructuring of human and technical resources
•

It must be ensured that the health team that treat cancer patients are trained in the
prevention, diagnosis and management of COVID-19, that they have the required
personal protective equipment, and that they can provide quality, equitable services to
all patients. A PAHO report that lists priority medical devices in the context of COVID-1927

should be used to help protect health workers. Access to testing for symptomatic health
workers is key for limiting exposure and isolating contacts. All centers need a
comprehensive policy to evaluate staff.30
•

Supplies for treating cancer patients may be affected by the implementation of
quarantines and the rapid spread of COVID-19, potentially overwhelming hospital
capacity. Therefore, an uninterrupted supply network must be ensured so that patients
can receive proper treatment.12, 14, 15

•

If necessary, given the impact of the pandemic and available resources, the network of
health care providers may be restructured in order to maximize the available resources
for patients with COVID-19, cancer patients receiving priority treatment, and patients
with both cancer and COVID-19. It may also be necessary to retrain staff. PAHO has a
series of recommendations for medical surge capacities and deployment of emergency
medical teams to ensure country response in the event of a high number of COVID-19
patients that could overwhelm the integrated health services network of a community or
area affected by the pandemic.31

•

The emotional and physical well-being of healthcare staff (especially frontline workers)
should be monitored, and interventions aimed at improving their emotional health should
be implemented. Measures such as these can prevent the need for reassignment, or keep
psychological conditions from having a negative impact on routine activities in facilities.
It may also be necessary to reassign activities for health workers who are
immunocompromised or who have significant comorbidities putting them at higher risk
of COVID-1928 .

•

PAHO has prepared recommendations for the reorganization and progressive expansion
of health services for the response to the COVID-19 pandemic.32 These recommendations
are aimed at strengthening response capacity at the first level of care33; establishing
mechanisms for centralized bed management in order to integrate the capacity of
intensive care units at the national level, including beds in oncology centers; retrofitting,
certification, and added complexity for beds, according to clinical risk and nursing care
needs; strengthening of home care with telehealth; networked clinical management for
continuity of care and efficient use of hospital resources; reorganization, recruitment, and
training of health workers; and ensuring supply chain management for the different
facilities and units in the Region.32

•

Oncology patients (children, adolescents, and adults) may be hospitalized over long
periods of time and visits must be reduced during the pandemic. Health care providers
should encourage and help hospitalized patients to communicate virtually with their

families, friends, and support groups to improve their quality of life and continue with
group therapy. Psychological support for patients should also continue to be provided.
4. Management of cancer patients with COVID-19
•

Before beginning chemotherapy, radiation therapy, or a surgical or invasive intervention
in cancer patients, some guidelines recommend pre-screening for COVID-19 using the RTPCR test, along with any additional tests that may be prescribed based on the patient
profile, donor, and type of procedure, ideally 24 hours before the intervention is
performed.34,35 If the patient tests negative for COVID-19, the recommendation is to
continue with the proposed treatment. If the patient tests positive, the recommendation
is to follow the guidelines for management of suspected cases of COVID-1925 27 and
postpone the intervention, if possible. It has been further suggested that transplant donors
follow the same indications.34, 35 These strategies to minimize risks have limitations: for
example, a patient may have contracted the virus but it cannot yet be detected (a negative
result does not necessarily rule out an asymptomatic infection with an undetectable viral
load); molecular tests may not be available or the results may not be provided quickly
enough; or a patient may contract the virus immediately before the intervention (and after
the test) or immediately after the intervention. These limitations, as well as the specific
epidemiological context, should be considered when assessing adherence to these
recommendations. Moreover, there may be exceptional cases where proceeding with the
therapeutic intervention should be considered, even if the patient is infected with COVID19, since the risk to the patient is greater if the intervention is not immediately performed.
That decision should be made by a multidisciplinary medical board.

•

There is little evidence on the management of cancer patients with COVID-19. However,
several guidelines have been published by key agencies, based on expert
consensus.8, 12, 13, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42

•

These guidelines include information for cancer patients on how COVID-19 can affect
them,39 the severity and potential complications of contracting COVID-19, how it is
contracted, and precautions for avoiding it.12, 13 The guidelines recommend explaining to
patients the need to adapt treatment regimens or shorten the duration of treatment, if
possible, to reduce the number of visits, as well as considerations for postponing
treatment.40

•

The guidelines address clinical management, home management, and special
considerations for high-risk groups. Guidelines need to be developed for home care and
disease prevention in chronic or immunosuppressed patients.

•

With regard to the clinical management of oncology patients with COVID-19, guidelines
have been developed by specialized scientific associations for each type of cancer,
covering basic aspects of care for patients with moderate symptoms, as well as
recommendations on immunosuppressive therapy, transplantation, blood transfusion,
antiviral therapy, impact of concomitant drugs, immune compromise, management of
febrile neutropenia, cancer-related anemia, and palliative care.8, 13, 14, 36, 38

•

There are triage recommendations related to elective surgery for the following cancer
types: breast, colorectal, thoracic, and gynecological cancer.36 Guidelines have also been
prepared for the management of radiation therapy during the pandemic: emergency
radiation therapy, radiation therapy for head and neck cancer adapted to risk, lung
cancer, breast cancer, prostate cancer,37 gastrointestinal cancer,41 and radiosurgery.37
Recommendations were developed for evaluating patients undergoing transplantation
treatment or cell therapy and their donors.42

•

Several institutions and countries have reached consensuses that can also be used. It is
important to assess whether the guidelines were developed using the available evidence,
and if they reflect the views of all stakeholders involved in the management of cancer
patients.

•

There are several repositories where guidelines for the management of COVID-19 can be
consulted, including the BIGG (international database of GRADE guidelines) of PAHO and
BIREME; GIN database (International Network Guidelines); and PAHO guidelines.

5. Iterative review of the reorganization of cancer services
•

Policies should be implemented in the healthcare network to be able to develop a
regulatory framework for restructuring services during the pandemic and monitoring the
performance of a center’s reorganization in an iterative manner, in order to make any
necessary adjustments and reassign resources.

•

Patient treatments should be continuously prioritized since they may change as a result
of:
o Local changes in the curve of the pandemic (if the area is at the peak or at the end
of the curve, for example).
o Public health interventions (beginning or end of quarantine/isolation, for
example).
o Available supplies and human and technical resources.

o The wait times assigned to patients for treatment.
o The number of cancer and COVID-19 patients at the center.
•

Given the vulnerability of cancer patients, it is recommended that services continue the
reorganization process until there is reduced risk of COVID-19 infection during the
pandemic. It is important to rapidly make up for any cumulative treatment delays and
prevent an increase in avoidable deaths from cancer.

•

Depending on their resources and policies, each institution will formulate an institutional
preparedness and rapid response plan for the COVID-19 pandemic, which will be
periodically reviewed. This plan should have a list of prioritized patients, the prioritization
criteria, a progressive implementation plan, the resources actually available, and
refurbished environments and spaces, among other items.
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